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Welcome to the summer issue of the FAPG 

newsletter. The intent of the newsletter is to provide 
Florida geologists and anyone interested in geology in 
Florida continued updates on legislative issues that may 
affect geology licenses and businesses in our state as well 
as additional informational and entertaining content 
related to all things geologic in Florida. Geology is a 
multi-disciplinary science and we hope to showcase the 
spectrum of geologic topics and study areas in our 
newsletters. We aim to do this through contributed 
articles such as “Drones in Geosciences” by William 
Warren and “Sand Grain Microscopy” by Gary Greenberg 
in this issue.  

 
We are also excited to introduce our readers to 

various geology students, academics, and industry 
professionals in each newsletter.  This issue contains 
“spotlights” or profiles of geologists from Florida State 
University. Through these articles we hope to re-engage 
with state universities to re-invigorate our AIPG/FAPG 
student chapters. AIPG and FAPG offer scholarships 
annually to geology students engaged with the 
organizations.  

 
Finally, a significant responsibility of professional 

organizations such as AIPG and FAPG is to assist 
emerging geologists in understanding what types of 
employment opportunities await once the joy of college 
is complete. To assist with this, we will continue to 
provide helpful information from organizations such as 
the American Geosciences Institute (AGI) who’s mission 
is to support earth sciences education. We hope you 
enjoy this special issue and encourage you to contact us 
with suggestions or submissions for future content or 
comments on published articles. One of the best ways for 
students to ease their transition into the workforce is 
through participation in professional associations such as 
AIPG/FAPG/AGI/GSA.  
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DRONES IN GEOSCIENCES AND CIVIL 

ENGINEERING: HOW DRONES HELP 

TAYLOR ENGINEERING PROTECT AND 

PRESERVE COASTAL AREAS 
By: William Warren 
Reprinted from uavcoach.com 
https://uavcoach.com/drones-civil-engineering/ 
 
By now, most of us are already familiar with the ways 

that drones are supporting commercial operations in 

major industries like construction, agriculture, or 

inspections. 

But as drones become mainstream, the number of use 

cases is skyrocketing, as are the instances of drones 

being used for good. 

This week we learned about the drone program at 

Taylor Engineering, Inc., a civil engineering firm based in 

Jacksonville, Florida that does work throughout the East 

Coast, among other locations. 

The focus of the firm’s work is on civil engineering 

projects related to the water environment. Some of the 

most common types of projects they do are coastal 

restoration, coastal protection, flood management, 

water risk management, and dredging.   

We wanted to learn more about how the firm uses 

drones in its work, so we spoke with William Warren, 

Staff Geologist and Remote Sensing Practice Area 

Leader at Taylor Engineering. William is also the 

founder of the firm’s drone program and the first Part 

107 certified pilot on its payroll. 

When did you start your drone program? 

We started our drone program in 2017.  

That year we purchased our first Phantom 4 Pro, which 

we used to monitor progress on a big dredging and 

restoration project [this project is covered in the first 

case study below]. 

The results of that first effort with the drone were so 

impressive that they served as a solid proof of concept 

internally, and the drone program really took off after 

that. 

In 2018, we established a Remote Sensing Practice Area 

where we conduct training for our remote pilots. 

Since then, we’ve gone from just me holding a Part 107 

certificate within the firm to now having eight FAA 

certified pilots on our team.  

How do you use drones in your geoscience and civil 

engineering work? 

We use drones for four major purposes: 

● Progress and monitoring. Using still images and 

orthomosaics to show progress and monitor the 

construction site, both internally and for client 

updates.  

● Site mapping. Creating orthomosaic maps of 

the site. 

● Topographic maps and stockpile volumetry. 

Tracking changes in elevation or changes to 

stockpiles of materials, such as sand, using set 

ground control points (GCPs). 

On the Cover: A sample of aragonitic beach 

sand collected in Hopetown, Abacos, 

Bahamas. Image magnified and captured by 

Dr. Gary Greenberg of Maui, HI. 
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● Marketing. Showcasing our 

work using aerial images, 

both to provide vivid before-

and-after examples and for 

single shots to demonstrate 

the end results of our work. 

 

These four uses represent a 

significant evolution from when we 

first incorporated drones into our 

work. 

In the early days of our drone 

program, we really just used drones 

to monitor progress on our 

construction projects. If the project is 

big—and most of them are, with what 

we do—then aerial shots can really 

help show change over time. 

 

As our drone program evolved, we 

went from collecting still images to 

collecting orthomosaic images for 

project monitoring, and then to using 

ground points for the creation of 

topographic maps and stockpile 

volumetry. 

What kinds of drones do you 

currently have in your fleet? 

All of our drones are versions of the 

DJI Phantom 4 Pro. 

We have two Phantom 4 Pros, a 

Phantom 4 Pro V2, and a Phantom 4 

Pro RTK. 

Geoscience and Civil Engineering 

Case Studies from Taylor Engineering 

Here are three short case studies 

showcasing the ways that William and 

his team at Taylor Engineering use drones in their work. 

1.Norriego Point Restoration Project 

The goal of this project was to restore Norriego Point in 

Destin, Florida using material dredged from the 

adjacent navigation channels. The project resulted in 

restored channels for safer navigation and provided 

added storm protection for Destin Harbor.  

The client for the project was the Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection. 

 

 

Norriego Point Before Restoration Dredging 

Norriego Point After Restoration Dredging 

https://www.flyability.com/casestudies/stockpile-3d-mapping
https://www.flyability.com/casestudies/stockpile-3d-mapping
https://www.amazon.com/DJI-Professional-Quadcopter-Multirotor-CP-PT-000488/dp/B01MXLLDQ8/?tag=uavcoach-20
https://www.amazon.com/DJI-Professional-Quadcopter-Multirotor-CP-PT-000488/dp/B01MXLLDQ8/?tag=uavcoach-20
https://store.dji.com/product/phantom-4-pro-v2?site=brandsite&from=buy_now_bar&vid=43151?from=dap_unique&pbc=IN4xQqec&pm=custom
https://www.dji.com/phantom-4-rtk?site=brandsite&from=buy_now_bar&vid=43151?from=dap_unique&pbc=IN4xQqec&pm=custom
https://www.dji.com/phantom-4-rtk?site=brandsite&from=buy_now_bar&vid=43151?from=dap_unique&pbc=IN4xQqec&pm=custom
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How Drones Helped 

Using a Phantom 4 Pro, images were taken throughout 

the project to show how both the dredging and the 

beneficial use of sediment were progressing.  

Check out the before and after images shown below, 

documenting the restored footprint of Norriego Point 

along with the dredging progress seen in the water’s 

shifting coloration, from a light to a much darker color. 

2. Fort Pierce Truck Haul Shore Protection Project 

The goal of this project was to protect the shoreline in 

Fort Pierce, Florida. Civil engineers from Taylor 

Engineering designed a beach fill template that 

provided a specific elevation requirement for the beach 

berm. Sand from an upland mine was used to construct 

the beach meeting design requirements.  

The client for the project was the St. Lucie County 

Erosion District. 

How Drones Helped 

Drones helped by providing progress aerials that were 

used both internally and provided to the client as 

updates. These aerials were also used for marketing 

materials. 

Another output created from drone data on this project 

was a topographic map, which was used to compare the 

actual beach elevation with the project design 

specifications in order to ensure that the elevation 

requirements for the project were met.  

Aerial Shot of Progress on the Fort Pierce Shore Protection Project 

 

 

 

Elevation Map of the Fort Pierce Shore Protection Project 

 

3. DU-2 Offloading Project 

The goal of this project was to monitor the offloading of 

dredged sediments from a dredge material 

management area in Duval County, Florida. Dredging 

had already been completed, and a contractor wanted 

to use the resulting material. Taylor Engineering’s job 

was to collect topographic data in order to monitor the 

quantity of material removed and to document site 

conditions for the client.   

The client for the project was the Florida Inland 

Navigation District. 

How Drones Helped 

Drones helped monitor the contractor’s offloading 

progress and to document pre- and post-offloading site 

conditions.   

Aerial images were also used to create orthomosaics 

with GCPs to monitor the volume of material removed 

from the site. 
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Both the oblique images and the orthomosaics were 

used internally, to track the project, and by the client, 

to provide them with clear updates on how things were 

progressing. 

 

FAPG 2020 SCHOLARSHIPS  

Purpose 
To assist students with college education costs and to 
promote student participation in the American Institute 
of Professional Geologists (AIPG) and the Florida Section 
(FAPG). Up to two scholarships will be awarded to 
declared graduate or undergraduate geological sciences 
majors who are at least sophomores. Details for 
applying for these scholarships are provided below. 
 
Scholarship Awards 
Scholarship awards in the amount of $500.00 to 
$1,000.00 each will be made to the eligible student(s) 
(depending on a number of outstanding submittals) 
who are attending a Florida college or university,  
researching, or working in the field of geology in Florida. 
Scholarships are intended to be used to support field 
camp tuition, summer internships in Florida,  or to allow 
the student(s) to attend an annual AIPG National 
Conference. 
 
Eligibility Requirements 
Any student who is majoring in geology (or earth 
science), is at least a sophomore, and is attending a 
four-year accredited college or university in the U.S. can 
apply. Each student who is awarded a scholarship 
agrees, by accepting the scholarship, to prepare a 600 
to 800-word article for publication in The Professional 

Geologist and re-printed in the FAPG Newsletter. The 
subject of the article must be related to a timely 
professional issue. 
 
Application Process 
1. Submit a cover letter introducing yourself and tell us 
what you have done outside of the classroom, such as 
research projects, an officer in a club, or outside 
activities within the community. Address your career 
goals in the near term and long term. 
2. Submit an essay on “Why I Want to be a Geologist.” 
3. Submit a copy of your transcript (unofficial) and 
documentation confirming that you are a current 
student. Requisite standards to apply are a minimum 
GPA of 2.8 (on a 4-point scale) and a minimum of 12-
semester credits of geology/geoscience courses (with a 
3.0 GPA in these courses) completed at the time of 
application. 
4. Submit a letter of recommendation from a 
geology/geoscience professor that provides an 
emphasis on your performance and activities in the 
classroom, in the department, and your character in 
how you work and help other students. 
 
Submit the application packet to: 
Florida Association of Professional Geologists 
c/o Anne Murray, PG, CPG 
3473 SE Willoughby Blvd. Stuart, FL 

or e-mail: pastpresident@fapg.org 
 

Basis of Awards 
Awards will be based on the cover letter, 
recommendation, transcript and the content and 
creativity of the essay as judged by the Education 
Committee. The decisions of the FAPG Executive 
Committee are final. 
 
Miscellaneous 
Application requirements for student membership to 
AIPG: Student must be currently enrolled in a geological 
science degree program (as defined by the American 
Geosciences Institute). 

AIPG CURRENT EVENTS 
The American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG) 

is financially healthy based on a solid investment 

portfolio and events like the AIPG WI Section PFAS 

Seminar that benefits both National and the Chapter 

financially and provides value to members and other 

attendees https://aipg.org/page/2020WIPFASSeminar, 

additionally AIPG participates and receives revenue 

Aerial Shot of the DU-2 Offloading Site 

https://aipg.org/page/2020WIPFASSeminar
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from a number of programs including Geosciences 

Online Learning Initiative (GOLI) courses.  AIPG’s 

Foundation is flourishing and provides over $5,000 in 

annual scholarships.  

AIPG’s The Professional Geologist (TPG) magazine is 

offering exceptionally good technical content and 

boasts four peer-reviewed articles in its current edition. 

AIPG welcomes article submittal. The latest edition of 

The Professional Geologist (TPG) is available online at 

https://aipg.org/news/513508/TPG-JulAugSep-2020-

Issue-Available-Online.htm?MvBriefArticleId=7785 

The current issue of TPG should be of particular interest 

to current geology students and recent graduates, since 

it contains 15 different “Why I Want to Be a Geologist” 

essays by this year’s AIPG scholarship recipients from 

around the country.  

AIPG is working on updating and creating new position 

statements on a variety of critical issues that will be 

posted to the AIPG website.  

Now that there are official Young Professional and Past-

Young Professional board positions, we have seen an 

increase in student member and university chapter 

activity and inclusion of YP events at AIPG and other 

organization meetings. There is also movement by state 

chapters to revise bylaws to include a YP on state 

executive boards.   

 

 

THE AMERICAN GEOSCIENCES 

INSTITUTE 
AGI was founded in 1948, under a directive of the 
National Academy of Sciences, as a network of 
associations representing geoscientists with a diverse 
array of skills and knowledge of our planet. The 
Institute provides information services to 
geoscientists, serves as a voice of shared interests in 
our profession, plays a major role in strengthening 

geoscience education, and strives to increase public 
awareness of the vital role the geosciences play in 
society’s use of resources, resilience to natural 
hazards, and the health of the environment. 

AGI is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization dedicated 
to serving the geoscience community and addressing 
the needs of society. AGI headquarters are in 
Alexandria, Virginia. 

AGI's Mission: 

The American Geosciences Institute represents and 
serves the geoscience community by providing 
collaborative leadership and information to connect 
Earth, science, and people.  

AGI's Vision: 

A world that understands and trusts the role of the 
geosciences in fostering creative solutions for the 
Earth and humanity.  

 

TRENDS IN THE GEOSCIENCES 

WORKFORCE 
AGI’s Geoscience Currents transmits snapshots of the 
many facets of the geoscience profession, in-depth case 
studies of how geoscience is applied, factsheets that 
provide rigorous introductions to a range of geoscience 
topics, workforce trends, and career paths. FAPG 
encourages all members to visit the American 
Geosciences Institute webpage 
(https://www.americangeosciences.org/) for more 
information and resources pertaining to geosciences 
employment and the professional in general.  

During the month of June 2020 AGI Geoscience 
Currents has published four separate Briefing Reports 
related to impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic on various 
facets of geosciences workforce, academic 
departments, and research. See links below to AGI’s 
June 2020 COVID-19 related briefing papers.  

Impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Ocean Science 

Activities 

https://aipg.org/news/513508/TPG-JulAugSep-2020-Issue-Available-Online.htm?MvBriefArticleId=7785
https://aipg.org/news/513508/TPG-JulAugSep-2020-Issue-Available-Online.htm?MvBriefArticleId=7785
https://www.americangeosciences.org/
mailto:During
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https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-
currents/impacts-covid-19-pandemic-ocean-science-
activities 

COVID-19 Impacts to the Geoscience Workforce: 

February to mid-June 2020 

https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-

currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-workforce-

february-mid-june-2020 

COVID-19 Impacts on Geoscience Academic 

Departments: Budgets, Staffing, and Fall 2020 Plans 

https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-
currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-
departments-budgets-staffing-and-fall-2020 

COVID-19 Impacts on Geoscience Academic 

Instructional Environments in Spring 2020 

https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-
currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-
instructional-environments-spring-2020 

2020 FAPG LEGISLATIVE AND 

REGULATORY UPDATE  
See summaries below regarding recently passed 

legislation House Bill 1193, Senate Bill 178, and 

Senate Bill 712 which make the following 

resolutions: 

 

[HB 1193] - Allows a person licensed in another 

state to also qualify for a license by endorsement in 

Florida if they have held a valid license to practice 

geology in another state, trust, territory, or 

possession of the United States for at least 10 years 

before the date of application. 

 

It removes the requirement that geology 

businesses obtain a separate license to operate, 

while continuing to allow such organizations to 

continue to operate in the state. Instead, a licensed 

geologist must apply to qualify the business 

organization as a "qualifying agent" if he or she 

proposes to engage in the practice of geology as a 

firm, corporation, or partnership. A qualifying 

agent is required to update DBPR of any changes in 

the relationship between himself or herself and the 

business organization within 30 days. 

 

[SB 712] – Is a bill containing a more 

comprehensive set of changes and 

recommendations for 

modifications to stormwater and agricultural real-

time water quality monitoring and basin 

management action plans (BMAPs).   

 

[SB 178] – Is a significant reach towards public 

financing of construction projects.  The creation of 

Florida statute section 161.551 prohibits state-

financed constructors from commencing 

construction of certain structures in coastal areas 

after a specified date without first taking certain 

steps regarding a sea level impact projection study 

(SLIP). It requires the Department of Environmental 

Protection to develop by rule a standard for such 

studies; Providing that such rule operates 

prospectively on projects that have not yet 

commenced as of the finalization of the rule; 

requiring the department to publish such studies 

on its website, subject to certain conditions; 

Requires the department to adopt rules; providing 

for enforcement; providing effective dates.   

One major problem is the statute section requires a 

“scientific, interdisciplinary” study however does 

not include PG's to be able to sign off on this most 

critical work.   

UNIVERSITY SPOTLIGHT 
In support of FAPG’s push to revive student chapters as 

well as highlight the link between university professors, 

students, and working alumni, we are selecting a 

different Florida University each month for a “spotlight” 

section.  In our last newsletter we showcased Florida 

Atlantic University’s (FAU) geology program. FAU 

Professor Dr. Anton Oleinik and alumni Dr. Lindino 

Benedit discussed some background and highlights of 

their careers as FAU geologists.  This month, the spotlight 

is on Florida State University (FSU) geology program.  

In February 2020 FSU cut the ribbon on their new Earth, 

Ocean, and Atmospheric Science (EOAS) Building. The 

new EOA building brings together geosciences students 

who were previously scattered across eight different 

buildings on campus. FSU students and faculty studying 

https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/impacts-covid-19-pandemic-ocean-science-activities
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/impacts-covid-19-pandemic-ocean-science-activities
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/impacts-covid-19-pandemic-ocean-science-activities
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-workforce-february-mid-june-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-workforce-february-mid-june-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-workforce-february-mid-june-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-departments-budgets-staffing-and-fall-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-departments-budgets-staffing-and-fall-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-departments-budgets-staffing-and-fall-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-instructional-environments-spring-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-instructional-environments-spring-2020
https://www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents/covid-19-impacts-geoscience-academic-instructional-environments-spring-2020
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environmental science, geology, meteorology and 

oceanography will now study, learn and conduct 

research in the new 130,500-square-foot space. The 

new EOAS space includes 23 research labs, eight 

teaching labs, a broadcast studio for meteorology 

students, a 280-seat auditorium and a 100-seat active 

learning classroom. 

https://news.fsu.edu/news/university-

news/2020/02/12/florida-state-cuts-ribbon-on-new-

earth-ocean-and-atmospheric-science-building-unveils-

barron-statue/ 

FSU ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT 
Tanner Cowan 

Area Manager, Florida Region, Integrated Geotechnical 
Solutions 

MS Applied Petroleum Geoscience (Heriot-Watt 
University, UK) 

BS Geology (Florida State University, USA) 

 

I started my freshman year at FSU in 2014 majoring in 

Geology. From the beginning my intention was always 

to get my undergraduate degree in Geology and then 

move onto a master’s program that would most interest 

me. During my senior year at FSU I chose to take the 

“Petroleum Geology” elective course taught by Dr. 

Thomas Herbert. Dr. Herbert’s class was the most 

engaging and practical course I took during my time as 

an undergrad. This course piqued my interest in 

subsurface geology so I began applying to Petroleum 

Geology Masters programs around the world. 

I always thought it would be exciting to study in a 

foreign country, so I applied to quite a few Masters 

programs in Europe. A few months later, I was accepted 

into the Applied Petroleum Geoscience program at 

Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, UK. After weighing 

out all my other potential options, I decided that I 

would be moving to Scotland to advance my education 

in geology.  

There was a nine-month period between the end of my 

undergrad and the start of my master’s program. It was 

during this time that I started working as a Field 

Technician for Integrated Geotechnical Solutions, Inc. 

(IGS). During my time as a Field Tech for IGS I worked on 

seismic acquisition projects in Denver, CO and Pecos, 

TX. Our objective for these projects was to monitor the 

vibrations coming from vibroseis trucks to ensure 

nearby structures would not be affected. By setting up a 

seismograph between the source (vibroseis truck) and 

the structure (house, pipeline, water well etc.) we were 

able to ensure compliance for the seismic acquisition 

companies while also effectively protecting any nearby 

structures from potential vibration damage. My time as 

Field Tech served as a great introduction into the 

energy industry.  

https://news.fsu.edu/news/university-news/2020/02/12/florida-state-cuts-ribbon-on-new-earth-ocean-and-atmospheric-science-building-unveils-barron-statue/
https://news.fsu.edu/news/university-news/2020/02/12/florida-state-cuts-ribbon-on-new-earth-ocean-and-atmospheric-science-building-unveils-barron-statue/
https://news.fsu.edu/news/university-news/2020/02/12/florida-state-cuts-ribbon-on-new-earth-ocean-and-atmospheric-science-building-unveils-barron-statue/
https://news.fsu.edu/news/university-news/2020/02/12/florida-state-cuts-ribbon-on-new-earth-ocean-and-atmospheric-science-building-unveils-barron-statue/
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 Tanner Cowan gathering vibration data produced from Vibroseis 
trucks to ensure the protection of nearby structures. 

I then began my master’s program at Heriot-Watt 

University. The entire program was to be completed in a 

single year, so the courses were fast paced and 

intensive. The program is designed for a student to be 

educated and trained in subsurface geology with 

emphasis in hydrocarbon extraction. Some of my 

courses included Reservoir Sedimentology, Petroleum 

Geophysics, Geomechanics and Flow Mechanics, 

Formation Evaluation, a six-week field exploration 

project and a twelve-week individual research project.  

For my research project, I wrote a thesis paper on 

Marine Geohazards with an emphasis on tsunamigenic 

submarine landslides off the coast of NW New Zealand 

(Taranaki Basin). For this research I used 2D offshore 

seismic data to identify multiple mass transport 

deposits (MTDs) that occurred within the last ~5 million 

years (Pliocene-Recent). After interpreting multiple 

large MTDs and calculating their volumes, I used 

analogue data from recent tsunamigenic submarine 

landslides to determine the potential impact a 

submarine landslide of similar magnitude would have 

on the coast of New Zealand and surrounding areas. I 

also determined the frequency of mass slope failure in 

the Taranaki Basin. As hydrocarbon exploration in the 

offshore sectors of the basin increases, energy 

companies must ensure that they are placing offshore 

infrastructure in the most stable areas of the seafloor to 

prevent any potential damage to the surrounding 

environment. 

After finishing my master’s program I moved back to 

the U.S. to start my career as a geologist. It just so 

happened that as I moved back, my former employer 

(IGS) began to expand their business to new areas of 

the country. The timing could not have been more 

perfect, and I was given the role of Florida Area 

Manager for the company. I started my new role in 

January 2020 and absolutely love it. At IGS we are a 

leading provider of monitoring systems, consultation, 

and risk management solutions for the construction, 

aggregate, subway, civil engineering, and oil and gas 

exploration industries. I particularly enjoy that I get to 

use my knowledge in geology on a daily basis while 

simultaneously challenging myself with the task of 

growing a new business in the state of Florida. I am 

learning something new every day and am excited to 

see what the future holds!  

 

FSU ACADEMIC SPOTLIGHT 
The Geoscience Jumpstart 

By 

Thomas A. Herbert, PhD, PG 
Vice President, Resource Development  
Lampl-Herbert Consultants 
Past President, FAPG 
AIPG Galey Public Service Award, 2018 

 

Tanner Cowen has a great story of his entry into the 

geoscience world. Tanner, thank you for your kind 

comments on my jumpstart boost.  

Teaching at FSU for the last 27 years as a courtesy 

professor has allowed me to see hundreds of students 

ready to start their careers. I encourage them to ask for 

guidance and counsel as to where and how to start and 

what to expect. As Tanner recalls I have personal 

experiences and business tips that I share. 

Personally, I started in June 1966, with a brand-new BS 

in geology from Michigan State. I started by answering 

an advertisement in “Geo Times” that simply said …. 

https://www.igs-inc.com/
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Summer Field Geologist Needed for Glacial Sediment 

Sampling, New Brunswick Research Council (RPC), 

Fredericton NB, Canada. As an early student of glaciers 

and glacial geology I eagerly answered the 

announcement and was the only respondent. I was 

hired and on June 8, I headed to New Brunswick to 

sample glacial till in the Bathurst Mining District. I 

headed to the field locale and spent nine weeks fighting 

bugs, stuck trucks and sampling soils seeking the 

presence of sulfide ore gossans in the till. The 

geochemical methods perfected by RPC were to assist 

the mining industry which was at the early stages of 

development in the 1960s. The geochemical testing 

proved the concept. Attached is the “selfie” from that 

summer. 

The education and the degrees are the starting point for 

the career the experiences, professional contacts and 

physical and intellectual tools put into your personal 

toolkit are the substance of a life lived in geoscience. 

The best take-away is that every day is new, different, 

and interesting. An early oil company client stated it 

best when he commented that my PhD degree was as 

good as a ticket to ride the St. Charles Street trolley in 

New Orleans. That was so accurate, but the diploma fit 

in my toolkit nicely and has been useful. The gentlemen 

became a lifelong friend and we exchanged professional 

courtesies for 25 years. 

Some of the important points to remember are… 

• Starting point --- We all have an entry job but 

don’t worry that it may not fit your long-term 

goal or ideal goal. Start as a rig hand, logging 

truck driver, sample bag schlepper or washer of 

lab glassware, but start…… and that commercial 

truck driver license may help in later jobs.  

• Network --- Talk to the drillers and lab 

technicians and ask questions of others to learn 

and understand how geoscience fits the task at 

hand; remember, the field crews and folks 

handling the samples are seeing the terrain 

every day and have a lot to offer. Geoscientists 

understand scope and time so use those skills.  

• Improve your skills --- Lifelong learning is not a 

buzz word, it is a habit, you need to read and 

observe and refocus old knowledge with new 

and emerging situations.   

• Keep your eyes open for the activities going on 

around you --- My drill helper from another job 

when I was 24 called the process of learning …. 

“Developing walking around skills” which means 

assembling and using the toolbox skills in new 

situations. 

• Job interviews --- Your worldly knowledge is 

what will impress your potential employer in 

your job interview. That CDL or the blasting 

license or work with that high-tech lab gear are 

all non-geology tools that will help differentiate 

you from others. 

• If you want career advice, please give me a call -

-- 850 443-4262 

My Partner and business associate Dr. Linda L. Lampl 

said it best in 1979, when we started consulting … 

“Serendipity only hits a moving target….” 

Tom Herbert, 
Brunton Compass, Age 22 
Bathurst Mining District 

Northern New Brunswick, Canada 
July 22, 1966 

"Selfie" of Dr. Thomas Herbert, summer of 1966 
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FROM THE FLORIDA GEOLOGIC 

SURVEY 
 

The Florida 

Geological Survey 

(FGS) collects, 

archives, 

interprets and 

distributes 

geologic 

information to 

benefit the 

environment and 

Florida’s communities. The FGS uses 

geologic, hydrogeologic and related data as well as 

mapping and modeling to improve understanding of 

water and mineral resources, and geological hazards 

such as sinkholes. Our geoscience products support 

initiatives related to water-resource conservation and 

management, improvement of the quality of natural 

resources and promotion of economic growth. The 

FGS is committed to continuously increasing the 

amount and quality of geoscience data and making it 

available to the public. Collaboration with local, 

state and federal agency partners ensures a robust and 

cost-efficient approach to addressing Florida's 

environmental concerns. 

https://floridadep.gov/fgs 

Meet the Director 

Dr. Jon Arthur, State Geologist, Director of the Florida Geological 
Survey 

 

 

Dr. Jon Arthur is the State Geologist of Florida and 

Director of the Florida Geological Survey. He is a Fellow 

of the Geological Society of America, recipient of the 

American Institute of Professional Geologists Public 

Service Award and has served as president of FAPG and 

of the Association of American State Geologists. Jon 

presently serves as a member of American Geosciences 

Institute Board of Directors, and the Water Science 

Technology Board of the National Academy of Sciences. 

He has given congressional briefings and testimony, 

numerous invited presentations, keynotes and 

international workshops, and has served on four 

National Academy of Sciences committees related to 

aquifer system dynamics and habitat conservation. Dr. 

Arthur’s research interests include hydrogeochemistry 

and aquifer vulnerability, with special interest in 

geoscience policy, public engagement, and application 

of geosciences to address societal and environmental 

concerns. He received his B.S. with honors and Ph.D. 

from Florida State University. 

SAND GRAIN MICROSCOPY 
Dr. Gary Greenberg has recently spent some time 
imaging various Florida beach sediments utilizing his 
personal 3D Microscopes. Below is a brief biography on 
Dr. Greenberg, as well as a few of his Florida beach sand 
images.  
 
Nearly Pure Silica Sand from the East Pass in Destin, FL 

 
 
Biography: Gary Greenberg 
  
Gary Greenberg graduated from UCLA in 1966 with a 
Bachelor of Arts in psychology and a minor in art. After 
graduating, he became a photographer and filmmaker. 
In 1970, he became a partner and president of 
Environmental Communications (EC), a media company 

https://floridadep.gov/fgs
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based in Venice, CA that produced and distributed 
slides, films and videotapes on art, architecture, and 
environment. The EC Media Van was complete with a 
sunroof that became the platform from where EC 
collaborators documented the urban and rural 
environments during EC’s many photo safaris 
throughout North America. In 2019, the EC Archives 
were acquired by the Getty Research Institute. 
  
Magnified Sand from the Jupiter Inlet 

 
In 1976, Greenberg moved to London to earn a PhD in 
developmental Biology from University College London. 
During the 1980’s, Dr. Greenberg was an Assistant 
Professor at the University of Southern California, 
where he worked as a researcher and teacher. In 
1990’s, he began developing unique three-dimensional 
microscopes for research, biomedicine and industry, 
and was issued 20 US patents for microscope devices 
and methods. He founded the company Edge-3D, which 
innovates and develops 3D microscopes in Maui, 
Hawaii. See www.edge-3d.com 
 
Magnified Sand from Manasota Key 

  
 
As a scientist, author, photographer and inventor, he 
combines the tools of art and science to explore the 

designs of Nature. He has given over a hundred 
presentations about the micro world, including two TED 
talks:  
http://www.ted.com/talks/gary_greenberg_the_beautif
ul_nano_details_of_our_world.html 
http://tedxsedona.com/speakers-2017.html 
  
Dr. Greenberg's goal is to explore the boundaries 
between art and science. After many years of 
photographing extraordinary natural phenomena 
through his special 3D microscopes, he is now 
astonished by the beauty and elegance of ordinary 
objects, such as food, flowers, and grains of sand. He 
has written two books about sand through the 
microscope, A Grain of Sand: Nature’s Secret Wonder 
(2008), and; The Secrets of Sand (2015); and, a 
children's book, Mary's Magic Microscope (2011). 
  
Since 2009, he has been a Research Affiliate at the 
Advanced Technology Research Laboratory, University 
of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy in Maui, where he 
uses the Edge 3D microscopes to study Moon sand 
brought to Earth by NASA during the Apollo Missions. 
Each grain of sand is unique, and each has a story to 
tell. His photographs take us on a journey into a world 
we do not see with our naked eye. His images of 
everyday objects magnified hundreds of times reminds 
us that Nature is the ultimate artist.  
  
Gary Greenberg, PhD 
gary@sandgrains.com 
www.sandgrains.com 
PO Box 792169 
Paia, HI 96779 
808 344 5954 
 
Magnified Sand from Summer Haven Beach 

 

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.edge-3d.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cbaley%40taylorengineering.com%7C059381c90d9f45c1c60f08d7bb1e72f5%7C00a7729212534c11b97a1986c4a7a372%7C0%7C0%7C637183611775892006&sdata=tpJ41xJkCzucY%2FH9ix%2FT2bscRi8QxCkD%2Bhle6Jro7Fc%3D&reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ted.com%2Ftalks%2Fgary_greenberg_the_beautiful_nano_details_of_our_world.html&data=02%7C01%7Cbaley%40taylorengineering.com%7C059381c90d9f45c1c60f08d7bb1e72f5%7C00a7729212534c11b97a1986c4a7a372%7C0%7C0%7C637183611775902006&sdata=MxTBh4m6hlA7Kk%2BFgxFbo%2FveRPTsMPRLPfrSpqceLjw%3D&reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ted.com%2Ftalks%2Fgary_greenberg_the_beautiful_nano_details_of_our_world.html&data=02%7C01%7Cbaley%40taylorengineering.com%7C059381c90d9f45c1c60f08d7bb1e72f5%7C00a7729212534c11b97a1986c4a7a372%7C0%7C0%7C637183611775902006&sdata=MxTBh4m6hlA7Kk%2BFgxFbo%2FveRPTsMPRLPfrSpqceLjw%3D&reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Ftedxsedona.com%2Fspeakers-2017.html&data=02%7C01%7Cbaley%40taylorengineering.com%7C059381c90d9f45c1c60f08d7bb1e72f5%7C00a7729212534c11b97a1986c4a7a372%7C0%7C0%7C637183611775912001&sdata=fx80rsn16mjWLuJcTLdNnolbsaNQWHzSXYTzzND6f0Q%3D&reserved=0
mailto:gary@sandgrains.com
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sandgrains.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cbaley%40taylorengineering.com%7C059381c90d9f45c1c60f08d7bb1e72f5%7C00a7729212534c11b97a1986c4a7a372%7C0%7C0%7C637183611775912001&sdata=XwloYGQAMa8rvOBWiXtKLR1xjaDZKGRaG42mmN%2FHkA4%3D&reserved=0
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STUDENT CHAPTERS 
This year the FAPG intends to revitalize our scholarship 

program and continue to provide helpful resources to 

new geologists entering into and maneuvering through 

the geosciences workforce. Through these efforts we 

hope to re-engage our student chapters and provide 

graduating geologists with resources to guide them into 

their first jobs and into exciting careers in geosciences.  

We encourage students and professors interested in 

organizing student chapters of the AIPG/FAPG to 

contact William.aley4@gmail.com. 

There are many benefits to participating in an 

AIPG/FAPG student chapter. AIPG recognizes the need 

to establish programs of professional encouragement 

for young people beginning their careers in the 

geological sciences. Each Student Member of AIPG is 

viewed by the Institute as a force that will determine 

the future vitality of the profession. The AIPG Student 

Chapter brings together students and practicing 

geologists to build a broad-based understanding of the 

profession and a sense of unity and identity with their 

peers. The Chapter is the link between school and 

business, which enables each participant to engage in 

the type of activity necessary for professional 

development. As transitions are made from study to 

career, from entry level to upper levels in business, 

government and academia, AIPG provides a continuous 

source of professional support and counsel  

COMING EVENTS 
Aug 13, 2020 – 10:30 am 

WEBINAR: PFAS Site Investigation & 

Sampling Protocols. Presented by Taryn 

McKnight from TestAmerica, West Sacramento, 

California.   

RSVP Here: http://fapg.eventbrite.com 

With a thorough understanding of the 

fundamentals of per- and polyfluoroalkyl 

substances (PFAS), where they come from, and 

why we are concerned with them, we can dive into 

the next level of the discussion in our series. 

 

In the emerging contaminant environment, we 

have a number of rapidly evolving parameters to 

stay abreast of and incorporate them into our 

assessments. Our webinar will discuss many of 

these and provide information to address a 

number of questions, including: how do the unique 

characteristics of these chemicals cause them to 

behave in the environment? What implications 

does this have on the development of our 

conceptual site models and site investigation 

strategies? 

 

With the ubiquitous and persistent nature of these 

chemicals, we find that their presence is 

widespread, including in the field and the 

laboratory. Managing background artifacts and 

cross-contamination potential is paramount, but 

where do we turn to find the best available 

guidance? We will discuss the myriad of sampling 

resources available to us, their efficacy, and the 

state of knowledge on this developing topic. 

2020 American Institute of Professional Geologists 

(AIPG) National Conference - CANCELLED – 

Sacramento, California. 

https://aipg.org/general/custom.asp?page=2020CANati

onalConference 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
Become a Sponsor and get your company’s name in the 
news, support our legislative efforts, and support our 
student scholarship opportunities!  Sponsor logos will 
be posted to our website home page (www.fapg.org) 
and ads included in e-mails and all newsletters.  
 
Business card ($200/year)  
Quarter page ($500/year) 
Full Page ($1000/year) 
 
Contact William Aley for more information. 
William.aley4@gmail.com 
 

ADDITIONAL GEOLOGIC RESOURCES 
American Geosciences Institute (AGI) 
https://www.americangeosciences.org/ 

American Geophysical Union (AGU) 
https://www.aegweb.org/ 

American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG) 

mailto:William.aley4@gmail.com
http://fapg.eventbrite.com/
https://aipg.org/general/custom.asp?page=2020CANationalConference
https://aipg.org/general/custom.asp?page=2020CANationalConference
http://www.fapg.org/
mailto:William.aley4@gmail.com
https://www.americangeosciences.org/
https://www.aegweb.org/
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aipg.org 

Association of Environmental and Engineering Geologists 
(AEG) 
https://www.aegweb.org/ 

Florida Geologic Survey (FGS) 
https://floridadep.gov/fgs 

Florida Museum of Natural History 
https://www.floridamuseum.ufl.edu/ 
 
Florida Society of Mining Engineers (FLSME) 
http://flsme.org/ 

National Association of State Boards of Geology (ASBOG) 
https://www.asbog.org/ 

Southeastern Geologic Society (SEGS) 
segs.org 
 

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE 
The FAPG is working to revitalize our newsletter to 

continue providing entertaining, educational, and 

helpful content to geologists and geology lovers in the 

state of Florida. In 2020 we will have recurring columns 

highlighting geology students, professors, and industry 

professionals around the state. We will continue to 

engage the social media community for content and 

pictures of geologic finds and sites around the state. We 

also intend to revitalize our scholarship program and 

continue to provide helpful resources to geologists 

entering into and maneuvering through the geosciences 

workforce. Through these efforts we hope to re-engage 

with our student chapters and provide graduating 

geologists with resources to guide them into their first 

jobs and into exciting careers in geosciences.  

If you have suggestions for future content, would like to 

nominate a student, professor, or industry professional 

for a spotlight article please contact the editor, William 

Aley at William.aley4@gmail.com.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

PICTURES FROM THE FIELD 
Neumatic Vibracore Being Deployed from MV Thunderforce 

 

 

https://aipg.org/default.aspx
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